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As an artist I have always been interested in the fine detail within art work, all the lines and
strokes. Ive been drawing since college and I think its about time it shows through in my work,
although its a photography course, Im using my drawings as inspiration. Appropriated imagery is
what  I  shall  be  using  for  my FMP,  however  I  shall  be  using  various  sources,  many different
magazines containing different tones of colour & racial contents.

I am currently trying to research into new artists, ones in which are more risky with their work
when it comes to the publics reaction. Artists such as Thomas Ruff who uses appropriated porn
videos but keeps them censored is just one of my main influences within my project.

Researching Pre-Raphaelites and how they produced thorougly good pictures and statues all
made to be aethescially beautiful, with the use of florals and colours. I find the stylization of the
plants and colours used in the work of this period of time has influenced the way I pecieve what is
and isnt beautiful when it comes to making my final piece. Im interested in making a piece that
contains beautiful colours on a canvas which contains unastetically pleasing contents.
In my research I intend to try and identify what the viewers will see as being aestically pleasing. I
will research more in what colours are percieved as being beautiful in todays society and why. I
shall also try and figure out what and reactions the public have towards the adult hardcore material
I  shall  be  analysing how they feel  about  it.By looking at  work  such as  Terry  Richardson and
Thomas Ruff I can see what type of feedback id get for the material chosen to use, how have they
marketed their work and the reaction they received from the public in reviews.

I know that I am going to be making a photo montage full of finely cut out approprated imagery.
The shapes being used shall  be circles and flowers and swirls  inspired by my doodles in my
sketchpads. I want the image to represent a beautiful pattern, and by using subtle hints like flowers
and leaves im not only making the image aestectially pleasing to look at but I am also hinting the
idea of 'deflowering and the element of intercourse and sexuality in an ironic way.

I wasnt too sure how to present my final work or the size in which they should be but after
thinking about it and researching what size would work best I decided, the final images shall be a
series of three or four, small in size like my doodles are. I want them to be framed in a frame that
sits infront of the image, so you have to look into the image to see all the fine details, also so the
frame doesnt sit directly on top of the image as with such precise detail being stuck onto the paper
using spray mount the image will be very fragile. Iv'e chosen to make the images small because
with such a huge subject matter I want the viewer to see that it can be confind into a small area.

By researching into famous paintings  from areas such as  the renaissance and portraiture,
including floral prints I can look into the idea of making my project something even more by maybe
creating  my images to  look  them famous ones.  Whilst  making my final  piece I  have to think
'Precious' and 'delicate' and use this whilst creating my final images. 

I shall be reading books such as 'Edmund Burke' A Philisophical Enquiry into the Sublime and
Beautiful'  I shall research into which colours and what is perceived as being beautiful within art
work. I shall also be looking at online articles to research into how work should be presented, By
visiting galleries I shall be able to see how work should be shown as influence for my  Degree
show, I want to look into how work should be framed and hung if its smaller, as It might be smaller
work but I want it too have a huge effect on my audience.

I have never dealt with such a strong subject matter in my work before and I know I have to be
careful with how I depict it. By cutting up the appropriated imagery none of the explicit content shall
be shown within the final images. I want the content to be hidden and hard to recognise what it is
because of the concept of my work. If I can get people to look at my work and see nothing but a
beautiful collage made up of different tones, colours and shapes then I shall be pleased with the
final result as the concept would of came across to the public in the right way and I shall of tricked
them into thinking something aestectically unpleasing can be seen in another light as beautiful.

Im choosing to cut out all the imagery by hand, although time consuming I think its the best way
to get all the shapes precise to how I want them. After trying out various different ways of cutting
the shapes out this is the most easiest aswell, this project is very delicate and precious and I need
to keep this in mind whilst creating the final images.




